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Process, Data and Information Needs for a Successful Phase 2

• Baseline and cost projection data, and other information is needed to develop performance mechanisms.

• Immediate data and information needs:
  – Interconnection Experience
    • Individual and aggregated interconnection processing time tables and costs, circuit level hosting capacity data, and deeper understanding of HECO Companies’ interconnection processing and analyses.
  – DER Asset Effectiveness
    • Opportunities for cost savings and how these opportunities are assessed, hosting capacity data and circuit analyses, and projected savings that would come from NWA solicitations and other alternative solutions to traditional utility infrastructure investments within the bulk power, transmission, substation, feeder, and service domains.

• Establishing early in Phase 2 a process for parties to obtain additional utility data and information will facilitate more productive engagement.
Hawaii and National Perspectives

• DER market animation is a cornerstone to achieving not only DER related goals, but other goals and outcomes identified in the Phase 1 Order.

• HPVC’s insights and recommendations in Phase 2 will draw from both local and national DER market experience to help achieve the goals of this proceeding.
Thank you!
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